
Outdoor Adventures Connection Unveils
Comprehensive Survey Results on the State of
the Outdoor Adventure Industry

Outdoor Adventures Connection, a leading platform

dedicated to connecting adventure seekers with

unparalleled outdoor experiences, released the

findings of its annual Outdoor Adventures Industry

survey for 2023.

Survey reveals current trends, challenges,

and opportunities within the outdoor

adventure sector, offering valuable

insights for outdoor recreation

businesses.

CHARLOTTE, NC, UNITED STATES,

February 20, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/

-- Outdoor Adventures Connection, a

leading platform dedicated to

connecting adventure seekers with

unparalleled outdoor experiences,

today released the findings of its

annual Outdoor Adventures Industry

survey.  The report, which

encompasses data from across the

United States, assesses current trends,

challenges, and opportunities within

the outdoor adventure sector, and

offers valuable insights for businesses

involved in the outdoor recreation

industry. 

The primary objective of the annual

survey is to gather actionable data to

better understand the evolving landscape of the outdoor adventure industry. In an era marked

by significant shifts in consumer behavior, environmental concerns, and technological

advancements, the survey captures the current state of the industry, from business operations

and customer demographics to emerging trends in adventure travel.

The survey was conducted over a one-month period, engaging participants from a diverse array

of outdoor adventure businesses, including providers of adventure travel, outdoor gear retailers,

and eco-tourism services. Participants in the survey offered a representative sample of the

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.outdooradventures.pro/survey
https://www.outdooradventures.pro/survey
https://www.outdooradventures.pro/survey


OutdoorAdventure.pro is a digital marketplace that

connects outdoor enthusiasts with outdoor

adventure service providers for unforgettable

outdoor experiences.

industry’s small to medium-sized

enterprises across various regions. 

Going beyond mere statistics; the

Outdoor Adventures Industry survey

from the Outdoor Adventures

Connection

(www.outdooradventures.pro) provides

an in-depth analysis of the current

state of the adventure travel industry.

From understanding customer loyalty

and online booking trends to adapting

to the emerging demand for

sustainable travel options, the report

offers practical insights for businesses

at every level. Some of the key findings

of the survey include: 

•  Dominant Niches: The survey

highlights water sports, with kayaking

leading, as the most popular activity,

engaging over half of the businesses

surveyed. This was closely followed by

camping and hiking, indicating robust

consumer interest in immersive nature experiences.

•  Geographical Distribution: Responses suggest a broad geographical spread of businesses, with

notable clusters in the Midwest and the South. This distribution underscores the wide appeal

Through this Outdoor

Adventure Industry survey,

we aim to empower

businesses with the

knowledge and tools they

need for future success. It

provides the insights they

need for emerging

opportunities.”

Tim Hindes

and accessibility of outdoor adventures across different

terrains and climates.

•  Operational Trends: Reflecting a trend towards extended

operational seasons, 43.6% of businesses reported

offering year-round activities, pointing to the industry's

adaptability and the growing demand for outdoor

experiences outside traditional peak seasons.

•  Revenue Insights: The findings reveal a balanced revenue

landscape year over year, with an equal percentage of

businesses noting increases and decreases. This

equilibrium speaks to the resilience and dynamic nature of

the outdoor adventure market.

http://www.outdooradventures.pro


•  Digital Engagement: With 38.5% of businesses reporting that a significant portion of bookings

come from online channels, the importance of digital presence and marketing in reaching

camping, hiking, and kayaking enthusiasts is more critical than ever.

•  Innovation in Services: The survey indicates a trend towards diversification, with new services

being planned to cater to the varied interests of adventure seekers, highlighting the sector's

innovation.

•  Market Stability: Customer demographics show signs of stability, suggesting a loyal base for

outdoor adventure activities and a foundation for growth.

•  New Services and Marketing: There’s a clear move towards diversifying offerings, with

businesses planning new services and increasingly relying on online marketing methods to reach

customers.

•  Customer Demographics: Stability in customer demographics suggests a solid foundation of

core participants, with businesses not expecting significant shifts in the near future.

"The survey results highlight the dynamic nature of the outdoor adventure industry," said

company spokesperson Tim Hindes.  "We are seeing significant trends in online booking habits,

customer preferences for eco-friendly and less crowded experiences, and the growing

importance of digital marketing strategies. Our report provides businesses with the insights they

need to navigate these trends and capitalize on the emerging opportunities,” he said.

The survey by Outdoor Adventures Connection points towards a dynamically evolving adventure

travel industry, with digital engagement and innovative marketing strategies playing a pivotal

role in shaping future trends. Hindes noted that as businesses adapt to these changes, they can

look forward to capturing new market segments and enhancing their overall customer

experience. 

"Through this report and our platform, we aim to empower businesses with the knowledge and

tools they need for future success," said Hindes. "Whether it's adapting to digital transformations

or understanding customer preferences, our goal is to ensure that our community members are

well-equipped to meet the challenges and opportunities ahead."

Special Offer on the Survey Report:

The 15-page full survey report, detailing these findings and more, is available for purchase for

$99 by contacting the Outdoor Adventures Connection at info@outdooradventures.pro

Outdoor adventure providers can obtain a copy of the survey results at no cost when they list

their business profile on the site. With a business profile at the Outdoors Adventure Connection,



providers not only get access to the comprehensive survey but also become part of a growing

community of outdoor adventure enthusiasts and professionals. This initiative is part of Outdoor

Adventures Connection's commitment to supporting the growth and development of businesses

in the outdoor adventure sector.

For more detailed insights from the survey, or to explore the latest trends in adventure travel,

visit OutdoorAdventures.pro.

About Outdoor Adventures Connection:

Outdoor Adventures Connection, accessible at www.outdooradventures.pro, is the first and only

platform that connects outdoor enthusiasts with outdoor service providers.  This premier online

resource allows visitors to search for an adventure experience by type or location, while

providing the outfitter with a suite of user-friendly marketing tools to enhance and grow their

business in the dynamic outdoor industry. The tools, resources and networking opportunities

provided by the platform facilitates a deep connection between adventure service providers and

their customers.
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